
 
Proverbs 16:32 “Whoever is slow to anger is better than the mighty, he who rules his 
spirit than he who takes a city..”  
 

BIG IDEA    
It is both vital and possible to travel the road from anger to patience.  
 

 ICE BREAKER  

What makes you impatient? Where do you feel impatience beginning to happen? Share 
your answer with the group. It can be as simple as getting gas and needing to walk 
through several steps at the pump before you can begin to pump gas. Also, on the news 
we can see ourselves impatient with people. “How can people do these things?” we ask 
ourselves. This too is an opportunity to practice patience rather than anger. Share your 
thoughts with one another. 
 

NEXT STEP 
Whose rhythm can you join this week? And how will you adopt it? 
 

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
1. What do we do when we encounter others who don’t share my opinion?  This is 

where we chose resentment or patience.  
2. Deep down I want life to work the way I want and I want people to do things the 

way I want. I can be resentful when this does not happen. In our pride we want to 
get back to control again. Remember the cycle: pride--resentment--wrath--fight or 
flight---back to pride again. Think of a time recently when your spouse, child, close 
friend or co-worker blocked life from going your way. Did you respond with 
patience or anger. Explain your story to the group.  

3. Which of the following disguises do you tend to hide behind when your patience 
gives way to anger? Intensity--I am just an intense person; 



competitiveness --angry behavior can hide within a competitive spirit; 
sarcasm--when a spouse does something and I make a sarcastic comment. The 
kids may even laugh but I hurt my wife. Then we say, “I’m kidding.”; 
silence/control; humor  and justice--often in name of justice we let anger go wild.  

4. Consider reading Revelation 21:1-7 together as a group. The number one 
motivator for us to follow through and accomplish our goals is to know why we are 
doing it! So, why practice patience instead of wrath? We do it because in 
Revelation 19:11 and in Revelation 21:1-7 God tells us that He wins.  He brings 
justice to all and brings everything to peace in Him. So, today, in the brokenness 
of life I look ahead and bring the final chapter into today’s moment by faith. Our 
patience trusts Christ with today’s situation; our anger reveals we are not trusting 
Christ. Share with the group how you would like for them to pray for you to help 
you implement patience through faith. Name a certain area or relationship.  

 

NOTES AND QUOTES 
Events happen and we have opinions on the events and this leads to a choice: wrath or 
patience. What do we do when we encounter others who don’t share my opinion? This is 
where we chose resentment or patience.  
 
In our culture we tend to exalt the mighty person: the rich, famous, talented, successful 
etc. Does our culture have a superhero that excels at patience? No.  
So, the conclusion is: if you can master the inner world it’s better than mastering the 
outer world. 
 
Our wrath exposes a deep fear. 
 
Types or categories of injustice: legal, moral, physical, personal, money, emotions, 
momentary, indefinite, lifelong. We need patience for each of these. 
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